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Abstract- with the rapid development of digital multimedia and the web technology, the application of multimedia
(video, audio and image etc) has been widely spread. By increasing of this there is a requirement of copyright
protection and authentication of digital images. Digital image watermarking methods have been design and
implemented for the purpose of protection. Digital image watermarking schemes mainly fall into two broad
categories: Spatial-domain and Frequency-domain techniques. It can be done in both spatial as well as frequency
domain technique. In this paper we have presented the concept of a comparative study of different digital
watermarking techniques in spatial and transform domain. In spatial domain based watermarking technique LSB
method is normally used, whereas on the other hand in frequency domain based watermarking technique DWT
method is normally used. This paper focuses on different domains of digital image watermarking techniques and
various attacks on watermarked images.
Keywords- Robustness, Spatial domain, Frequency domain, LSB, DWT, watermark.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The extraordinary raise in piracy and digital criminality more, in the earlier period has inspired attention within the field
of watermarking to increase security against violation of copyrighted digital material such as digital image. With the
rapid growth of digital multimedia and the web technology, the application of multimedia (video, audio and image etc),
has been extensively extended. As the application increases, the issue on the security of the copyright has been receiving
more and more interest recently. This digital watermarking could be used to prove the reliability of products, track the
pirates and authenticate the owner‟s right on the product. This means that the use of digital media for image sequences
has put some serious implications for copyright control issues. For example, if a particular of a website, which contains
photograph, if anyone looking at the page can use their browser to keep the image in digital type at diskette. The captured
image Can be then used again in ways not intended by the copyright owner of the material [1].
In order to address these issues, Digital Watermarking has emerged as a solution. Embedding of digital watermarks into
multimedia data helped a lot to avoid unlawful photocopying and alteration of data. Digital Watermarking is basically a
method of embedding information in a carrier or host image are arrange to protect the user of Image and the signal
embedded into the host image to be protected are known as a watermark. A digital watermark is information that is
invisibly and vigorously embedded in the host data such that it cannot be altered. A watermark typically contains
information about the origin, status or recipient if host data [2]. The basic requirements of the watermarking are
a) Robustness: It means the embedded image should be secure against different types of attacks. A good watermarking
algorithm should be robust against signal processing operations, geometric attacks such as rotation, scaling and
translation and lossy compression.
b) Imperceptibility: Invisibility is the most important concern of the watermarked image. The embedded watermark
should not be visible in the cover image. The cover image fidelity should be maintained.
c) Capacity: The maximum amount of information that can be hidden without degrading the image quality is known as
the capacity of the watermark. This amount depends upon the different kinds of application e.g. copyright protection,
content validation, fingerprints, broad-cast monitoring etc.
II.
HISTORY
The earliest reference to Watermarking in history dates back to the B.C era. The present day Watermarking has
developed basically from two different streams. Cryptography meaning, Secret information which can be encrypted and
decrypted using binary form whereas Stegno-graph, which in the Greek language means, concealed writing.
Cryptography is the basic study of methods of sending messages in distinct form so that only the intended recipients can
remove the disguise and read the message. However, after receipt and consequent decryption which mean to get
information. The information is no longer secure and is in the form of obvious. Reference to cryptography and some of
its applications can be found in [3-8].
The watermarks use is almost as old as paper manufacturing. Our ancients poured their half-stuff slurry of fibre and
water on to mesh molds to collecting the fibre, and then diffuse the slurry within deckle frames to add shape, and
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equality, and finally applied great pressure to expel the water and fiber coherence. This process has not been too much
changed in 2000 years. One by-product of this process is the watermark – the technique of impressing into the paper a
form of image, or text derived from the mold in the negative, as the paper fibres are squeezed, and dried. Paper
Watermarks have been widely use in since the late middle Ages. Today most developed countries watermark their paper,
currencies, logo and postage stamps to make copy more difficult. The digitization process of our world has been raising
the concept of watermarking
III.
PROCESS OF WATERMARKING
The watermarking process begins when the encoder inserts watermark into image which producing watermarked image.
The decoder extracts and validates the existence of watermarked input or unmarked input. The decoder is not required,
if the Watermark is observable. Otherwise, the decoder can or cannot need a duplicate of decoder to perform this work. If
Input image or watermarked images are used, then the system is called a secret key system; otherwise, the scheme is
public key system. The decoder is so designed to process both marked as well as unmarked image. Finally, the decoder
needs to compare the extracted watermark by original image and estimate the outcome to a pre-defined threshold to sets
the quantity of resemblance accepted as an equivalent. If the threshold value is detected, i.e. original image is related to
the user or else the information does not relate to the user [9].
Digital image watermarking process involves three phases: watermark embedding phase, communication channel phase
and watermark detection phase. The watermark embedded which can produce watermarked image by combining original
image and watermark.

Fig1. Process of watermarking
Then, to the receiver side the watermarked image is transferred. But during the Communication channel process noise
can be concerned. In the communication phase noise means any signal interference during transmission and any attacks
such as cropping the image or making the brightness changes to the image. The host image which is known as cover
work is the digital information created by an owner, or producer. After the message embedding into the original image,
the outcome is known as watermarked image. In the detection phase, all the noise has been overcome, so that to correctly
extracted and decoded the watermark from the output received image and distinguish with the copyright data, we
encoded in step one. If the copyright information and the detected message match, the watermark presents in this image.




IV.
Image watermarking
Video watermarking
Audio watermarking

TYPES OF WATERMARKING
 Text watermarking
 3D watermarking

4.1 TYPES OF DIGITAL IMAGE WATERMARKING ALGORITHM
Generally, any watermarking systems for digital media can be divided into two essential stages: (1) Watermark
embedding (2) watermark extraction [14] embedded data should remain the superiority of the host media and the
Watermarked image should be related to the original image.
A. Watermark Embedding
At this point the original watermark signal can be embedded into the original host image. The watermark image is after
that transmitted or available. The embedding process is illustrated in Figure 1, in which the watermark is embedded into
a host image through a key file, either for visible or invisible watermarking. Thus, the watermarked image can be
obtained.
B. Watermark extraction
The final action is the use of detection algorithm to remove the watermark and verify for its authentication. While the
extraction stage as illustrated in figure 2 on the other hand requires evaluation the watermarked image and the key file to
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extract the watermark. The watermark will be extracted using the similar key used in the embedding phase The
watermarking process begins with watermark information being inserted into digital media information as the host
image. The output Image is the watermarked image. In the embedding process, a secret parameter is need for embedding
to generate a more protected watermark. The communication channel is to be requiring for transmitted the watermarked
image. At the receiver, watermark can be detected and extracted later. On the other hand, watermarking methods are of
two type.
1. TYPES OF WATERMARKING ACC TO HUMAN PERCEPTION:
a) Visible watermarks: It is that which can be seen by the viewer, logo, and the owner detail are known by the person.
This method can change the original signal.
b) Invisible watermarks: It is that which cannot be seen by the other party and output signal cannot be change when
compared with the original signal.
2. TYPES OF WATERMARKING ACC TO APPLICATION
a) Fragile Watermarks: These are those methods which are most sensitive than other and on small modification it can
be easily destroyed.
b) Semi-Fragile Watermarks: These methods are those which broken easily when the modification of watermark
image are greater than their previous threshold.
c) Robust Watermarks: These method mainly used for copyright protection because it cannot be remove or alter and
broken easily.
3. TYPES OF WATERMARKING ACC TO LEVEL OF IMFORMATION
a) Blind Watermarks: It detects the embedded information without use of original information. These are more robust
to any attacks.
b) Semi Blind Watermarks: Semi blind watermark is that which needed some special information to detect the
embedded information in the watermark signal.
c) Non Blind Watermarks: It detects the embedded information with use of original information. These are more
robust to blind watermark.
4. TYPES OF WATERMARKING ACC TO USER AUTHOURIZATION
a) Public Watermark: This process of watermarking is that in which an authorized user can detect the information of
image.
b) Private watermark: This process of watermarking is that in which an unauthorized user can also detect information
into the image. The robustness of private watermarking are more than the public watermarking.
5. TYPES OF WATERMARKING ACC TO KEY
a) Symmetric Watermarking: symmetric watermarking is a technique which is used for inserting and extracting the
watermark by using the similar keys.
b) Asymmetric Watermarking: Asymmetric watermarking is a technique which is used for inserting and extracting
the watermark by using different keys. This is also known as asymmetric key watermarking.
4.2 CLASSIFICATION OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING
In terms of embedding domain, watermarking algorithms are divided into two groups: Spatial Domain method and
Frequency Domain method [15] as shown in figure given below. Frequency Further comparison is given below the table
1, where we get that frequency domain technique is better than the spatial domain technique. Spatial domain technique
are further classified into two parts that are least significant bit (LSB) and information tagging whereas frequency domain
technique are also classified into two parts that are discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform
(DWT).

Fig 2. Classification of digital watermarking domain
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Spatial Domain: In this domain value of image pixel is directly modified. Watermark pixel embedded in into it.
Such method are simpler and computational competent and also not much robust. These methods developed
previously are not resistant enough to image compression and other image processing operations. In spatial domain
technique, comparison can be done at the extraction process is in between the original image and watermarked
image. Least Significant Bit (LSB) is examples of this type of the category domain. For example
LSB of image pixels are
-00100111 11101001 11001000
-00100111 11001000 11101001
-11001000 00100111 11101001
Hide a binary value for „A„10000011
-00100111 11101000 11001000
-00100110 11001000 11101000
-11001001 00100111 11101001

b) Frequency Domain: In the domain embedding is done after taking image transforms coefficient. This method insert
watermark with more robustness and imperceptibility. In this domain technique transform coefficient are to be
modified and not the pixel value, image is first converted to frequency domain method such as DWT. Such method is
complex and higher computational but are most robust than spatial. The inverse transform is finally applied in order
to achieve the watermarked image.
c) Comparison Between Spatial and Frequency Domain
Table 1. Comparison Between Spatial and Frequency Domain
S.no.

Factors

Spatial
Domain

Frequency
Domain

1.

cost

Very Low

Very High

2.

Robustness

Fragile

More Robust

3.

Perceptually

Highly
controllable

Low
Controllable

4.

Computational
complexity

Low

High

5.

Time
Consumption

Less

More

Application

Authenticate
Purpose

Copyright
Protection

6.

4.3 SPATIAL DOMAIN TECHNIQUE TYPES
A. Information Tagging
Information tagging is one of the method of spatial domain technique in which the properties of the cover image, which
be limited to be an image which is depending on the watermarking. According to the carnoni manipulates the intensity
locality in the image, while brassil et al. suggests a watermarking method only used for images which containing text.
According to camonoi and brassil both methods are defeated without problems.
B. Least significant bit method (LSB)
The most common technique of watermark embedding is to embed the watermark into the least significant bits of the
cover object [14]. In spite of being an easy scheme LSB substitution suffers from various drawbacks. Even though it can
survive transformations like cropping, any addition of unwanted noise or lossy compression but a more sophisticated
attack that might simply set the LSB bits of every pixel to one can be totally defeats the Watermark by small impact on
the cover object. Once the algorithm is known to a hacker, the embedded watermark could be simply modified by him
without any obscurity. LSB of images pixel are modified in the form of binary data. Here the image can be modified in
the form of pixel data that is in 0 and 1 form.
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Fig2. Least Significant Bit Method
4.4 FREQUENCY DOMAIN TECHNIQUES TYPES
A. Discrete cosine transformation (DCT)
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is same like as discrete Fourier transform (DFT). DCT is a method which is used for
converting elementary frequency components into a signal. DCT based watermarking method are robust than to spatial
domain method [16]. The uppermost left corner of the matrix defined the lowest frequency coefficients, while the bottom
most right corner defined the highest frequency transform coefficients. DCT techniques with watermarking are robust
with comparison to the spatial domain techniques. This type of algorithms are robust against processing operations like
low pass filtering (LPF), blurring, intensity and contrast modification etc. Yet, their implement is more difficult and are
computationally more costly. By the same time DCT are weak against geometric attacks which are like scaling, cropping
and rotation [21].
B. Discrete wavelet transform method (DWT)
DWT decomposes an image into a set of band limited components which can be rearranged to recreate the original image
not including fault [16]. Wavelet Transform mainly describes a multi-resolution decomposition process in terms of
expansion of an image onto a set of wavelet basis functions. The basic idea of DWT is to split frequency detail, which is
what we call multi-resolution decomposition. At one point decomposition can be split main image into four sub graph as
the size of a section [17, 18]. The DWT transform separates the image into a lower resolution approximation (LL) as well
as horizontal (HL), vertical (VL) and diagonal (HH) detail components. It is assumed to more exactly model aspects of
the HVS (Human Visual System).

Fig3. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Embedding watermark in the lower resolution frequency band LL may be destroyed the image, because the most of the
image energy is concentrated here. Whereas the high resolution frequency band HH include the corner, edges, and
textures of the image. The human visibility is not generally perceptive to changes this sub bands [20]. The watermark
should be allows to be embedded without being perceived by the human eye. Hence the middle frequency sub bands LH
and HL where this allow watermark to be embedded. Here suitable performance of invisibility and robustness which
could be achieved.
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4.5 FEATURES OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING
a. Robustness:
Robustness is an essential property of digital watermarking. In this the digital watermark is always present in image after
attacks and can be easily visible by the owner. It means the embedded image should be secure against different types of
attacks. A good watermarking algorithm should be robust against signal processing operations, geometric attacks such as
rotation, scaling and translation and lossy compression
b. Imperceptibility:
This refers to the perceptual similarity in between the original image and watermark image. By the presence of
watermark the quality of the host image cannot be destroyed. Invisibility is the most important concern of the
watermarked image. The embedded watermark in the cover image should not be visible. The capability should be
maintained of the cover image.
c. Readability:
It is an essential feature of the watermark. A watermark should consists as much information as possible.
d. Unambiguous:
The watermark reclamation should unambiguously recognize the data user.
e. Security:
A watermark should be secret and cannot be identity by the unauthorized user. Only the authorized user can be accessible
the watermark. An unauthorized user cannot be able to read or change the watermark.
4.6 PRACTICAL CHALLENGES OF WATERMARKING
Watermark by itself is not sufficient to prevent abuses unless a proper protection protocol is established .The exact
properties that a watermarking algorithm must satisfy cannot be defined exactly without considering the particular
application scenario, the algorithm has to be used in. A brief analysis of requirements of data hiding algorithms from a
protocol perspective permits to decide whether a given algorithm is suitable for a certain application or not.
Each watermarking application has its own specific requirements. Most often than not these requirements have
conflicting effects on each other. A good watermarking algorithm obtains optimal trade off between these requirements;
is not weakened/degraded by various attacks, which are malicious and non-malicious both; with the same time
unambiguously user identification. These properties can be divided into two parts such as primary and secondary
requirements. The primary requirements can be included as data hiding capacity, invisibility and robustness. The
secondary requirements include performance i.e. the speed of embedding and of detection of the watermark.
4.7 WATERMARKING APPLICATIONS
Recently there has been an explosion in the use and distribution of digital multimedia data. Personal computers with
(broadband) internet connections have become more and more common, and have made the distribution of multimedia
data and applications much easier and faster. Electronic commerce applications and online services are developed being
rapidly. However, this can also opens the risk of unrestricted duplication and manipulation of copyright material.
To prevent the unauthorized access or manipulation of digital multimedia data, two complementary techniques can be
used namely encryption and watermarking [22]. Watermarking techniques complement encryption by embedding a secret
imperceptible signal, a watermark, directly into the original data in such a way that it always exit here. The following
purposes are used for such type of watermarks [23]:
1. Copyright protection: A watermark is used to carry copyright information as a proof in case of a copyright or
ownership dispute.
2. Fingerprinting: The information which is unique, it can be directly coupled to authenticate user. This can be inserted
in the data as a watermark. In case of copyright violation, this watermark can be used to trace the source of illegal
copies.
3. Copy protection: A watermark is used to carry information prohibiting copying of protected data on compliant
hardware.
4. Broadcast monitoring: A watermark is embedded into data, for example, commercials or copyrighted materials [24],
to allow automatic monitoring of the data in the broadcasting channels. The monitoring results of this can be used for
royalty or copyright protection purposes.
Digital watermarking can also be used in the other applications which are not dealing with copy or copyright protection:
1. Indexing: Indexing of video mail is that where the comments can be inserted into the video content: indexing of
movies and news items where markers and comments can be inserted that can be used by search engines.
2. Medical application: Embedding the date and the patient‟s name in the medical images could be useful safety
measure.
3. Data embedding: Watermarking techniques can be used to insert the message in the data. The data which embedded
can be secret or private; but it can also be public. An example of the latter is Digimarc‟s Smart Images [25].
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4. Error detection /Tamper proofing: In [26], the authors presented an error detection scheme in video coding using a
fragile watermark. The authors show that this proposed scheme performs significantly better than a syntax-based error
detection method. Similar approaches are also presented in [27, 28].
5. Compression: The authors in use watermarking techniques to improve the compression rate of colour images. The
colour information of the image in this scheme is embedded as a watermark into the luminance data to reduce the data
storage requirements.
4. ATTACKS ON DIGITAL WATERMARKING:
Attacks are the methods and processes which can degrade the strength of digital watermarking [29].
4.1 Attacks are mainly divided into these categories
 Removal Attacks
 Geometric Attacks




Cryptographic Attacks
Protocol Attacks

a. REMOVAL ATTACKS:
Removal attacks can be affected in such a way the watermark, which can be absolute or almost about to altered or
degraded the watermark information. Examples are averaging, quantization, re-modulation, lossy compression collision
attacks and noise storm. This attack is that in which the watermarked object can be remove the watermark data.
Interference attacks are that in which the watermark information has an additional noise. The attack if any occur in the
data that degraded the quality of data,
b. GEOMETRIC ATTACKS:
Geometric attacks are related to the videos and images. These attacks actually do not eliminate the watermark which can
be manipulated the watermark so that
Watermark information cannot be observed by the detector. Examples are scaling of image, pixels shifting, translation,
rotation of image, cropping warping and line/column removal. The watermark quality can be degraded by these types of
attacks. Mosaic attack is another example of this attack. The efficient spatial domain geometric attack is Local pixel.
c. CRYPTOGRAPHIC ATTACKS:
Cryptographic attacks aim at cracking the security methods in watermarking schemes and the watermark information can
be eliminated. The removal and geometric both the attacks‟ do not cracking the watermark algorithm security. For
example brute-force attack and oracle attack [30]. In this type of attack like brute-force method is used for finding the
secret key watermarking. On the other hand, this type of attack likes oracle attack is that when detector device is
available public watermark, then unmarked information is created. These attacks are easily controlled when the
embedding algorithm method is difficult.
d. PROTOCOL ATTACKS:
Protocols attacks are that in which watermark can be extracted from the watermarked information authenticate itself. The
main purpose of this attack is to harm the application of watermark. In this attacker want to degrade the authenticate user
information from the watermarked image. The protocol attacks use the watermark concept in the loopholes. The IBM
attack is one of the examples of such attacks. The dead-lock attack, inversion attack and fake original attacks are also
known as the IBM attack. This attack embeds one or several additional watermarks such that it is unclear which the
watermark of the original owner was. Watermarked image of an already watermark is known as re-watermarking. For
example copy attack and changing of watermark.
4.2 ESTIMATION BASED ATTACKS
These attacks needed the characteristics of data and a well knowledge in watermarking technology. The main concept of
these attacks is that the original data or the watermark can be estimated by the attacker because the attacker has previous
knowledge of the watermark statistics signals.
The estimation based attacks can be divided into different types of attacks like protocol attacks, elimination attacks, or
de-synchronization attacks. By this we stop the attacks which are affecting the data and degraded the quality of the
information.
4.2.1 ESTIMATE OF THE ORIGINAL DATA
The original data is an addition to the watermark. An extraction technique can be designed by the attacker to get the un watermarked data. The extraction technique denoising and compression both depend on the watermarked signals. The
removal attacks are classified as the denoising and compression attacks.
a) Re-modulation attacks:
Re-modulation attacks by using an opposite technique of the embedding algorithm modifies the watermark used with
the original data, the estimated watermark can be subtracted from the original watermarked data, then an approximate
estimation is made to the real watermark. This may affect the quality of the original data.
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b) Copy attack
The implementation of a copy attack can be estimated by the watermark. The attacker adds the estimated watermark to a
target data claiming the ownership of the falsely watermarked data.
c) Synchronization removal
This type of attack depends on the synchronization mechanisms, which used for the purpose of detection which can be
used with the original data. After that by removing the synchronization can be applying for de-synchronization
techniques. The original data can be extracted by these important characteristics. The original information is easy to get
by this process.
V.
RELATED WORK
J.J.K.O’Runaidh present a perceptual watermarking method operating in the frequency/transform domain.
Watermarking needs can be argue by them to be adaptive in order to be robust and place the watermark in the
perceptually most significant components of the image. A watermark is non-intrusive if it resembles the image that it is
designed to protect. That means less information should be hidden on flat featureless regions of the image & more
information in the parts of the image that contain more texture or around edges, provided edge integrity is maintained.
D.J.Fleet and D.J.Heeger describe method for embedding information in colour images. A model of human colour
vision is used to embed signal which is invisible. Sinusoidal signals are inserted so that they can be detected without use
of original image. The information which embedded is enough robust to be reliably extracted after being printed and
scanned on common place equipment.
Mauro Barni have proposed a scheme where in contrast to conventional methods operating in the wavelet transform
domain , in which pixel by pixel masking is accomplished by taking into account the texture and the luminance content
of all the image sub-bands. The watermark consists of a pseudorandom sequence which is adaptively added to the largest
detail of the bands. As usual, computing the correlation can be detected by the watermark, between the watermarked
coefficients. The watermarking code has been chosen for the detection threshold in such a way that the knowledge of
the watermark energy used in the embedding phase is not needed, thus permitting to adapt it to the image at hand.
D. Kudur have proposed a scheme where a binary code is embedded by suitably quantizing some of the coefficients of
the detail bands: for watermark recovery the embedded binary code is estimated by analyzing coefficients quantization,
once the code has been estimated it is correlated with the watermark and the result compared to a threshold chosen on the
basis of a given false positive probability No particular attention is given to visual masking.
H. Inoue and H.-J. M.Wang have proposed schemes where the most significant DWT coefficients are selected and
modified to carry the watermark. In the first case, some side information (i.e., the location of the modified coefficients) is
required to recover the watermark. In the second, an algorithm is proposed for identifying a posteriori the modified
coefficients. To take into account visual effects, very large coefficients are left unchanged.
Nicchiotti choose to embed the watermark into the low pass band, by imposing a given difference among the mean
values of two equally sized, randomly selected, subsets of the low pass image; the original image is not required for
watermark detection. No particular care is taken with reference to perceptual masking.
F.M.BAYAT presents a new watermark embedding technique which is based on discrete wavelet transforms method.
This proposed a technique of copyright material as digital image. This can be based on DWT technique for hiding little
but usable data in image. In this result are that this is suitable for image which have better edge where these pixels are
obtained from HL and LH of discrete wavelet transform (DWT). This technique of robustness is because of the fact that
during the extracting phase, one of these two sub-bands, i.e. HL or LH, has been used role of backup for the other one.
VI.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper is to study digital image watermarking techniques and various attacks. Different types of
watermarking techniques and attacks have been analyzed in this paper. We classified watermarking algorithms which can
be based on the spatial and transform domain. Here we compare the both spatial and frequency domain technique. Then
we get that transform domain is better than the spatial domain techniques in term of processing. In this paper spatial
domain technique of the LSB method is used for security of images which can be simple and more efficient method.
Digital watermarking method is very much impressive for protection for attacks or image authentication. Here the attacks
are to be estimated.
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